The All Rounder (The Centre of Everything)

Gregory Rikowski

People who are embraced by religion
The one who makes us have perfect vision
The person to only which they listen
The one who creates us as an organism.

The people who take their lives as they come
The commoner, the one who enjoys leisure
Not realising why they are here
They only seek to socialise with perfect pleasure.

One with nature is aware of themselves
Thinking at a different level
Seeing the world for what it is
Not believing in extreme views of the devil.

The all rounder does not embrace these
It is not what they see as progression
The way that they show appreciation
The feeling of an appreciation session.

Embracing these brings limited possibilities
It is certainly not in the all rounder’s interest
The one who sees all of these as generosities
To appreciate them will bring up a warming chest.

The all rounder neither accepts nor denies
Nor loves nor hates these qualities.
Nature, religion and commoners are important
To the all rounder they all share equal possibilities.

The qualities that an all rounder has
The feelings and emotions of religion
The life essence of nature
Skills of a commoner, the simple world vision.

The commoner is blind
A nature person detached
The spiritual one unwise
They neither have the balance to catch.

Only know the basic knowledge of these
The brain has limitations
Only a small part of each is needed
The all rounder has clear interpretations.

The one who does not have extreme opinions
The one who cannot use his attachment against opposition
The all rounder chooses ones own route
The ego path of others not making a balanced decision.

The all rounder does not have clear ideas
For the answer to life cannot be seen
To fight for the answer of life cannot be certain
Why become so full of your extreme?

This is not a dual the all rounder will take part
If you turn extreme you will be taken apart
The essence of who you will depart
The body you have will be shaken.

To the all rounder is something very unique
The reflection in the mirror enabling the one to feel
The one I have witnessed once
In the mirror the essence not turning to steel.
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